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Zoo Celebrating Birth of Endangered  

Western Lowland Gorilla 
 

October 3, 2018-- Jacksonville, FL – Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens (JZG) is pleased to 

announce that 22-year-old, Western lowland gorilla Kumbuka has given birth to a 

healthy infant. 

The 4.8-pound female was born on Friday, September 28th at 1:30 pm after a quick 

delivery. Labor started in the mixed-species exhibit the gorillas share with colobus 

monkeys and mandrills, but ended in the gorilla birthing suite inside the gorilla building. 

As soon as labor was reported, keepers were able to call the gorilla family indoors so 

that Kumbuka would have the comforting presence of the troop around her.  

Kumbuka’s keepers reported that Kumbuka did everything she was supposed to do to 

care for the infant. She showed strong maternal instincts but, unfortunately, intervention 

was still needed. The young mother was holding her infant in a dangerous manner and, 

faced with a life-threatening decision, Zoo staff made the difficult decision to remove 

the baby for her safety and welfare.  

The zoo will be providing hands-on care for the newborn gorilla until she is old enough 

to be cared for and reintroduced to her mother. Keepers will be giving around-the-

clock care to the infant for roughly the next four months. To ensure healthy socialization, 

the young gorilla will be kept near Kumbuka at all times. Kumbuka will be able to watch 

and learn as keepers care for the baby in an adjoining area in the behind-the-scenes 

sleeping area of the gorilla night house.  

The potential need for human intervention is an outcome Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens 

was prepared for well in advance of this birth. Kumbuka’s first two youngsters, born at 

her previous zoo, died shortly after birth. A potential contributing factor was Kumbuka 

holding her infants improperly, despite her strong maternal interest. The Gorilla SSP 

recommended she join the Jacksonville Zoo troop to learn maternal behavior from 

other females and participate in a maternal training program.  

After her arrival in 2014, gorilla care staff began suspecting, and soon had little doubt, 

that Kumbuka was hearing-impaired. In 2017, she gained some notoriety when her 

deafness was confirmed through consultation and a medical procedure at the Zoo 

with audiologists from Nemours Children’s Specialty Care.  
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Her diagnosis provided valuable information for developing a specialized birth 

management plan to improve Kumbuka’s chances for maternal success. Zoo staff 

theorized that because she is deaf, she cannot hear distress cries from her infant as a 

cue to adjust positioning.  

Throughout Kumbuka’s pregnancy, keepers worked to teach her the correct way to 

position an infant using positive reinforcement and a rubber toy that serves as a “mock 

infant”. Other trained behaviors included bringing her “infant” to keepers and 

presenting it for visual exams and supplemental bottle-feeding. This special 

conditioning, along with over three years of observing the other two mother gorillas with 

their infants, were all done to ensure Kumbuka would be able to care for her infant.  

Now the training continues with keepers showing her the proper way to hold and carry 

the infant. Kumbuka is able to watch and learn as the keepers give around-the-clock 

care to the infant right next door to her sleeping area. Kumbuka can see and smell her 

baby and shows particular interest when the keepers demonstrate walking “gorilla-

style” while holding the little one. Maintaining the close connection between mother 

and daughter is essential for a successful reintroduction. Once the baby is strong 

enough to adjust herself, she can hopefully be returned. 

Kumbuka is the most genetically valuable female in the Gorilla Species Survival Plan 

(SSP), and after being recommended to pair with Jacksonville’s silverback Lash, she 

conceived in early February 2018. Lash, 42, was born at the Cincinnati Zoo and came to 

the Jacksonville Zoo in Gardens in 1998. Their daughter has very valuable genes.  

Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens recently opened the newly-renovated home for the 

great apes, African Forest. The $9.5 million renovation features a 50-foot-tall kapok tree 

that animals can climb and swing on, a mixed-species exhibit, a trail system that allows 

the animals to traverse the area as they choose, and many more wellness-inspired 

design elements.  

The young gorilla does not have a name yet. The Zoo plans to raise critical funds for her 

care by auctioning the naming rights at Toast to Conservation on November 17. The 

event highlights the conservation work being done in the field supported by 

Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens. This year’s event brings speakers from Lola Ya Bonobo 

Sanctuary and Gorilla Rehabilitation and Conservation Education Center.  

 

**** 

About Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens 

For over 100 years, the Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens has aimed to inspire the discovery 

and appreciation of wildlife through innovative experiences in a caring environment. 

Starting in 1914 with an animal collection of one red deer fawn, the Zoo now has more 

than 2,000 rare and exotic animals and 1,000 species of plants, boasting the largest 

botanical garden in Northeast Florida. The Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens is a nonprofit 

organization and a portion of every ticket sold goes to the over 45 conservation 



initiatives Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens supports around the world, and here in NE 

Florida. JZG is proud to be an accredited member of the Association of Zoos and 

Aquariums. For more information, visit jacksonvillezoo.org 
 


